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Considered the letter of Prof. Tarun

Chancellor.

Kumar Bannerji forwarded to the departrnent by the Hon'ble Vice-

At the outset, the department expresses its sense of appreciation at the appointment of Prof' Tarun Kumar

nune.ji, formerly of the department of political science, as ICSSR National Fellow'

After careful consideration of the proposal together with the present status, requirements and functioning

of the department, the house unanimously ."Jolr", to communicate the following observations for taking

appropriate decisions by the University authority:

1. The department at the request of the honorable Vice-Chancellor has already allotted bne room for

making sitting arrangement of Prof. Tarun Kumar Bannerji with necessary furnitures' The room

is currently U-.irrg ,r;"a by him. There are two spare almirahs in the department which may be

used by him if he desires. It may also be noted that, the room occupied has been allotted for his.

individual use specifically and not for the Gandhian studies cenfre. Moreover, at present the

locustandi of the Gandhian studies centre is not known to the department;

Z. There is no further room which can be spared for his use in addition to the one already occupied

by him. A small cubicle vacated by NsS office has_ b^een officially allotted for the use of the

departmental library. So that .oo-'.urnot be spared for personal use of an individual faculty

jeopardizing academic interests of the students;

3. The department is already having constrained with space in view of simultaneously running

additional p.og.u*-., like M. PIil. Programme, Human Rights Course and the Ph'D' course

work besides conducting regular P'G' programme;

4. Under such circumstances, the department regrets its inability to allot any further room for Prof'

Tarun rrr*u. g*erji in ihe department. HJwever, the University authorrty may please make

r orr&llgements of additional roomi for prof. Tarun Kumar Banerji in other wings, if required'
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